Recycling center
Daimlerstraße 5, 63450 Hanau
Material accepted:
- Scrap metal, CDs/DVDs, waste electrical equipment, portable batteries, bulky waste up to 2 m³, green waste up to 2 m³, cork, paper/cardboard, light packaging/stryrofoam, construction waste and remnants from house conversions up to 1 m³ (subject to a fee)

Green waste collection points for garden and plant waste
- Mittelbuchen (Riedstr., old sewage treatment plant)
- Steinheim (Offenbacher Landstr., old sewage treatment plant)
- Klein-Auheim (Fasaneriestr., composting plant)
- Großauheim (Vosswaldestr., Waldfriedhof)
- Wolfgang (Schanzenstr., parking lot Bürgerhaus)
- Kesselstadt (Burgallee, parking lot Hochgericht)
- Lamboy/Tümpelgarten (parking lot Tümpelgarten)

Mobile hazardous waste unit
For hazardous waste and pollutants
Material accepted:
- Solvent-based varnishes, paints, thinners, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, cleaning agents, acids, cosmetics, pesticides, vegetable and animal fats and oils
Current opening hours, acceptance conditions and information can be found at www.hanau.de – Keyword „Waste“

WASTE, GARBAGE, RECYCLABLE
Everything for the garbage can – but for which one?

Hanau Infrastruktur Service
Eigenbetrieb der Stadt Hanau
Abteilung Abfallwirtschaft & Straßenreinigung
Daimlerstraße 5
63450 Hanau
Telefon: 06181 295-566
E-Mail: his-abfallberatung@hanau.de

NOT ALL GARBAGE BELONGS IN THE GARBAGE CAN: IMPORTANT DISPOSAL POINTS
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Mobile hazardous waste unit
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Material accepted:
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Questions on all topics related to waste and disposal?
Waste consulting: 06181 295-566

Dear Hanau residents,
We all want a clean city, a home worth living in and a healthy planet. Let’s take responsibility for this together and start at our own front door or at our own trash cans.

It’s best to try to avoid trash where you can. Also take advantage of the growing supply of unpackaged foods and the many second-hand opportunities, e.g. for clothing or electronic devices.

By the way, many things that end up in the garbage can are not waste, but valuable materials that can be recycled. To do this, it is important to separate them. This flyer shows you exactly what belongs in which garbage can.

Please join us and separate your waste – for the the environment, for Hanau and for our future.

Sincerely

Thomas Morlock
City Council
Markus Henrich
Operations Manager
Hanau Infrastruktur Service

www.hanau.de
WHAT GOES IN THE BLUE GARBAGE CAN?
- Waste and packaging made of paper, cardboard or carton
- Emptying blue garbage can every four weeks
- Save space by tearing and folding
- No food residues adhering
- Cardboard boxes etc. placed next to the garbage can will not be taken away
- Use public paper containers for short-term additional demand

WHAT GOES IN THE YELLOW GARBAGE CAN?
- Empty packaging made of aluminum, tinplate, plastics
- Emptying yellow garbage can every four weeks
- Empty the remaining packaging, rinsing is not necessary. Separate all components, do not stack them into each other
- Use yellow bags for short-term additional demand

WHAT GOES INTO THE BROWN GARBAGE CAN?
- Compostable organic waste
- Emptying brown garbage can every two weeks
- Bind moisture in the garbage can using newspaper, kitchen paper or paper bio bags
- No plastic bags in the organic waste garbage can – not even „compostable“ ones!

WHAT GOES IN THE BLACK GARBAGE CAN?
- Waste that cannot be sorted into the other three garbage cans
- Emptying black garbage can weekly or 2-weekly
- Electrical appliances, pollutants and everything for which there is a take-back system do not go into the residual waste garbage can!